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Executive Summary
Witchfinder is an immersive music theatre performance piece, inspired
by the infamous witch finding activities of Matthew Hopkins in East
Anglia during the 1600’s. Originally developed with a community cast in
2013, plans to redevelop the show with a professional cast in 2020 were
disrupted due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the risks presented by
live performance (particularly singing).
This HLF funded project enabled Cohere Arts CIC to adapt Witchfinder
as an immersive audio performance engaging the talents of a
professional cast alongside an intergenerational community chorus.
The resulting work was shared with public audiences in heritage venues
and in a BBC Radio Suffolk broadcast, enabling the local community to
connect with their heritage through learning about this aspect of East
Anglia’s history.
Working with heritage partners Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service,
Suffolk Archives & Walpole Old Chapel, and community partners
Unscene Suffolk, The Cut Choir & Holton St Peter Primary School, the
project incorporated a wide programme of work over a 3 month period
including the following activity and engagement:
Project Activity

Engagement

18 Community Workshops between June - July 2021

38 participants

A recorded performance of Witchfinder at Walpole
Old Chapel in July 2021

50 participants

Witchfinder Day public event at Christchurch
Mansion in August 2021

278 participants

Immersive History CPD event for teachers and
Interactive Art Exhibition at The Hold in Sept 2021

40 participants

The development of a range of online educational
resources around Suffolk’s witchfinding history
(launched Sept 2021)

88 views, 26
downloads
(to date)

Digital engagement via blog posts and social media
updates between Jun - Sept 2021
Website
Twitter
Facebook

1081 views
3128 profile visits
9051 reach

In order to measure project impact, a mixed method evaluation process
was used, applying a range of quantitative and qualitative methods
across the course of the project. Analysis of data gathered suggests
that:
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● Community participants engaging in the workshops and recorded
performance experienced increased levels of confidence around
singing, improved their knowledge of local Witchfinding history,
and are more likely to visit other heritage venues as a result of
taking part in the project.
● Live Witchfinder events were seen as a welcomed lift after
COVID-19 lockdown, providing the motivation to visit or revisit
heritage venues in order to reconnect with arts, culture and each
other. The immersion of the act of listening to musical audio
drama may offer wellbeing benefits.
● Heritage venues experienced larger and more diverse audiences
through hosting Witchfinder events. As a result they have an
increased confidence around collaborating with Cohere Arts and
other arts organisations to devise innovative and interactive ways
to bring history to life.
● Suffolk teachers are aware of the vast range of resources available
via Ipswich Museum and Suffolk Archives that can be used to
support the primary and secondary history curriculum, as well as
other subject areas. Those engaged in the project have a deeper
understanding of how performing arts can be used to bring
history to life, making it more engaging for students.
● Prioritising inclusivity and accessibility throughout the project
boosted opportunities for marginalised audiences to experience
the work (whether as participants or audience) and engage with
history.
As a flagship project for Cohere Arts CIC, Witchfinder surpassed
expectations in developing and strengthening relationships with
heritage and community partners. It has raised the profile of our
organisation and the quality of our work with public audiences, funders
and other stakeholders, as well as cementing our values and
aspirations as a company of artists and community practitioners.
As a young organisation, the success of the project has highlighted
potential future projects, revenue streams programmes of work,
boosting our resilience and sustainability, allowing us to gather a
strong evidence base for boosting core funding.
Our next steps are to build on the momentum of this project in the
planning of a live tour of Witchfinder for 2022, to incorporate a wider
community engagement programme in each location visited.
7 Nov 2021
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Introduction
Cohere Arts CIC
Cohere Arts is a community interest company providing opportunities
for communities to engage with arts, culture and heritage through:
● Original performance works
● Participation in creative and cultural activities
● Education, training and professional development rooted in the
creative arts
In particular, we work with marginalised communities to improve
physical and mental health & wellbeing through participation in arts
and cultural activities.
Cohere Arts is a company of artists, community practitioners and
educators who have come together because we share the same values:
● participants and professionals as one artistic company
● we come from here – it’s about us, where we live & who lived here
before us
● using stories from our history & heritage (both period &
contemporary) as a stimulus for artistic response
● trust in the collaborative and creative process
● generosity and celebration of creative contributions
Cohere was founded by Dr Amy Mallett in 2021. Company House
registration no. 13178728.

Witchfinder - Background
Witchfinder is an immersive music theatre performance piece by Amy
Mallett, inspired by the infamous witch finding activities of Matthew
Hopkins (self-professed ‘Witchfinder General’) during the 1600’s. In its live
performance format, the show combines elements of immersive theatre,
music and song in a narrative that explores themes of prejudice,
difference and division within communities.
Originally developed with a community cast in 2013, Witchfinder was
revived for redevelopment in 2020 with a professional creative team.
However, with the pandemic continuing to present barriers to live
performance, during 2021 we collaborated with visually impaired theatre
company Unscene Suffolk and sound artist Simon Keep to develop
sound design and audio effects, with the aim of producing an audio
version of the show.
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Witchfinder - Audio Performance
This project enabled Cohere Arts to further develop Witchfinder as an
immersive audio performance, allowing community participants and
public audiences to engage both with the artistic work and the
historical context behind it.
Working with heritage partners Colchester & Ipswich Museum Service,
Suffolk Archives & Walpole Old Chapel, and community partners
Unscene Suffolk, The Cut Choir & Holton St Peter Primary School, the
aims of the project were:
● To expand and diversify audiences at heritage partner sites
through offering new ways to engage with heritage and history
● To develop the artistic, performance and technical skills of project
participants
● To broaden the local historical knowledge of participants, allowing
them to connect with their heritage and environment
● To improve the physical and mental health and wellbeing of
people involved in the project by creating opportunities to engage
with creative and cultural activities as artists, participants and
audiences
● To serve as a flagship project for Cohere Arts, providing
opportunities to forge lasting and fruitful relationships with
heritage partner organisations, develop our collective skillset and
explore possibilities for future projects
The aim was to achieve the above outcomes via the following activity:
● The delivery of 18 community workshops designed to develop
historical knowledge and artistic skills
● A 4-day residency at Walpole Old Chapel, Suffolk, culminating in a
professionally recorded performance of Witchfinder
● A themed 'Witchfinder Day' at Ipswich Museum to include
workshops, lectures and 'silent disco' performances of the
Witchfinder audio recording
● Development of a range of digital educational resources relating
to witchfinding activities in Suffolk
● An ‘Immersive History’ CPD event for Suffolk teachers at The Hold,
Ipswich
● The production of short film documenting the impact of
community engagement with the project
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Evaluative approach
Methodology
Project aims were reduced to three key themes for evaluative purposes;
creative skills development, heritage engagement, & wellbeing. In order
to assess how the project impacted on these elements within the
experience of participants, a mixed method evaluation process was
applied, combining both quantitative and qualitative methods. These
were applied systematically across the course of the project, from the
first community workshops through to final public events.
As inclusivity and accessibility are core values of the organisation, we
wanted to ensure that barriers to engagement with evaluation activities
were minimised. As such, data was recorded in written, aural and
creative formats via a comprehensive range of methods which included:
● Attendance data
● Snapshot polls
● Email questionnaires
● Written questionnaires
● Electronic surveys
● Stakeholder interviews (informal, filmed, radio and vox-pop)
● Creative outputs
● Recording ‘significant moments’ and challenges
Qualitative data was subject to a thematic analysis relating to the key
areas of inquiry, which was then cross referenced with quantitative
findings to identify common threads relating to impact, learning and
next steps.

Engagement and sampling
Engaged

Sampled

Methods

Creative team

20

10

Email questionnaire,
Snapshot word poll,
filmed interview

Community performers

38

29

Surveys, radio interview

All attendees at recording

50

39

Snapshot word poll

Public audiences

278

39

Vox pop interviews
Creative outputs
Electronic surveys

Teachers

30

16

Written questionnaire

Other stakeholders

8

8

Interviews (filmed and
informal)
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Data bias
All findings should be subject to consideration of data bias in that we
did not employ an independent evaluator in the application of
evaluative activity. Instead, data was collected by various members of
the company including Emma Bernard (Director) John Fensom
(videographer), Philly Storey (producer), Mathilda Blowers (producer),
BBC Radio Suffolk presenter Jon Wright, workshop leaders Rob Gildon
and Emma Bishton, Nicola Wydenbach (performer), and Amy Mallett
(composer).
Nicola and Amy were responsible for data analysis and report writing.
Although not conducted entirely independently, evaluation was
embedded within all stages of the project, and familiarity to the project
on the part of data collectors promoted good engagement in evaluative
activities. The adoption of a multi-person approach alleviated potential
for bias from one party.
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Activities and Impact
1. Community Workshops

Throughout June and July 2021, 6 rehearsal workshops were held with
each of 3 community groups:
● Holton St Peter Primary School (11 children, 2 staff members)
● Adult community chorus, Walpole, Suffolk (17 members)
● Unscene Suffolk, Ipswich, a theatre company for visually impaired
adults (8 members)
Workshops were held weekly online, outside and in person according to
COVID-19 guidance at the time. They were led by cast members and
creative associates of Cohere Arts.
Community participants learned songs from Witchfinder developing
their skills in singing and performance. They also learned about the
historical aspects of the show in relation to their local area, which in
turn led to consideration of moral implications and references to
today’s society.

BBC Radio Suffolk Interviewer: How would you describe your
experiences of the project so far?

“Confidence boosting...exciting...fun...thrilling...a little bit
nerve-wracking...professionalism...exciting...amazing...a good
experience...cool...quite experimental...we’ve learned a lot of
things”
"I think it's good because it's teaching us not to judge people and
stuff like that. The play helps to stop bullying people for what
they look like.”
- participants from Holton St Peter Primary School
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Community participants were asked to rate themselves via scores out of
10 at the first and last workshop in terms of:
●
●
●
●
●

Their general satisfaction with life
Current anxiety levels and how worried they felt
Confidence in themselves as singers
Depth of knowledge of local witch-finding history
The likelihood that they might visit a heritage site in their free time

Significant findings from survey data suggest that participating in the
workshops produced:
● Increased confidence in singing (across all groups, but
particularly prevalent in adult chorus members)
● Increased likelihood to visit a heritage site (across all groups, but
highest increase for visually impaired participants)
● Increased depth of knowledge in witch-finding heritage (across all
groups, but most significantly in junior chorus members)
Although overall the participants did not show any significant increase
in their general life satisfaction, Unscene Suffolk participants reported
a reduction in anxiety levels.
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2. Recorded Performance at Walpole Old Chapel
“Children and adults, professionals and amateurs came together
to tell a story which although old, has enormous resonance for
everyone. The dangers of flawed beliefs and populist ideologies
are around us as they were in the time of Matthew Hopkins. We
shared some beautiful music and were part of something creative
and bigger than all of us. I felt very honoured to be there. I also
think that we need to do more of this kind of thing. Our broken
earth needs to be healed by people taking the responsibility to
put the pieces back together as much as we can and community
is where that can begin.”
-community chorus member

From 14-17th July 2021, the creative team held a residency at Walpole Old
Chapel in Suffolk, in order to make an on-site professional audio
recording of Witchfinder. On the final day of recording, the cast were
joined by an intergenerational chorus consisting of workshop attendees
from the first stage of the project. In total, 50 people took part in the
recording, including 15 creative team members and 35 community
participants.
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A word poll was conducted with community participants who were asked
for three words that summed up their experience of the day. This
produced a host of terms, wholly positive and eluding to stimulation, joy
and accomplishment.

Additional email feedback provided similar qualitative perspectives:

"It was an absolute privilege to be included in such an amazing
project, full of such talented actors and musicians. I'm
overwhelmed and in awe."
“Today was just brilliant. Really interesting and exciting,
fascinating to see it all coming together. Enjoyed it all very much.”
"Just want to say what a thrill it was for me to be part of ‘The
Witchfinder’ recording. The tunes are still going around in my
head this afternoon. It was exciting and uplifting to be part of
the project. Thank you so much for involving the choir and
12

leading us so well. I think we all caught your enthusiasm. I will
look forward to hearing the recording.”
“It was so good to be part of a live music event again - and the
music was terrific! The venue, the soloists, the children, the
conductor - everything!”
“I loved today! It was inspiring! Thanks for letting me come
despite my lack of rehearsal attendance!”
An impact film was made summarising the experiences of professional
and community project participants. You can access it here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IiKuO4863Rg

Challenges
Several of the team were contacted by the government’s COVID-19 Track
and Trace service in the days preceding the residency, which resulted in
several last-minute substitutions within the team. Deputies were of the
highest standard which meant that the recording could go ahead as
planned with minimal disruption, however additional costs were
incurred.
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3. Witchfinder Day and Witchfinder After Dark
at Christchurch Mansion
“I thought it was really excellent, I could easily follow the storyline and
the music really sprung out for me. I enjoyed that it carried you away
from the place that you are sitting in, particularly after the year and a
bit of being locked indoors and not having any exposure to outside
art, really refreshing. Would be lovely to see it on stage.”
-audience member
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Witchfinder Day
On 18th August 2021 Cohere Arts hosted ‘Witchfinder Day’ at Ipswich
Museum’s Christchurch Mansion, within Christchurch Park, Ipswich. The
event was free to attend. Public audiences arrived at staggered
entrance times to borrow ‘silent disco’ headphones (wireless over-ear
headphone sets), through which to listen to a mastered recording of
Witchfinder. They could choose to either sit and listen to the piece or
wander around the mansion’s buildings.
In one of the rooms in the mansion, a museum curator presented
witch-related artefacts from the museum’s collection; a dried cat,
concealed shoes and a small witch doll.
Rock Paper Scissors CIC were commissioned to run structured art
workshops throughout the day in a marquee outside on the lawn. In
these workshops participants were guided to create their own ‘witch’s
familiar’ through 2D or 3D media. Artwork created in these workshops
was photographed, and each artist audio recorded talking about their
creation. Outcomes were exhibited in later stages of the project.
Witchfinder After Dark
On the evening of 18th August 2021 an invited audience attended an
adult-only evening event, which began with a 20-minute talk on Ipswich’s
witchfinding history by local historian and UEA PhD researcher Danny
Buck. Audience members could enjoy a glass of wine before donning
‘silent disco’ headphones to experience the audio performance of
Witchfinder. This even had the added value of being an exclusive visitor
to the Mansion ‘out of hours’.
In total, 168 people listened to the audio performance of Witchfinder,
with an additional 100 taking part in structured art workshops. This
was measured through a combination of Eventbrite bookings and
tracking on the day.

Vox Pop Interviews
Throughout the day and evening events, members of the creative team
carried out ‘vox-pop’ interviews with attendees, capturing audio
responses as they returned their headphones and recording responses
on iphones. Questions covered 3 areas:
1. Were respondents already aware of East Anglia’s witch finding
history?
2. Had they visited Christchurch Mansion before?
3. What were their experiences of Witchfinder as an audio
performance?
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Responses were widely variable. Examples include:
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Significant Moments
● Overall, Ipswich Museum staff observed that they had ‘never seen
a larger, more diverse audience’ than during Witchfinder Day.
● We were delighted to welcome some of the children from Walpole
Old Chapel to Witchfinder Day. They had never visited the
Mansion before. They listened to themselves in the performance,
and then completed art workshops. They then recognised a
member of Unscene Suffolk who had taken part in the recording,
and went to speak with her about her guide dog.
● A gentleman told us the event had sparked his interest because as
a child he had taken part in the 1970’s film The Witchfinder
General. Since then, he has always had a fascination for the story.
He remembered his experience as an extra for the film in great
detail.
● Christchurch Mansion was also hosting ‘The Power of Stories’
exhibition during our visit. This brought with it a very diverse
audience, some of whom happened upon our event by accident.
This included a young disabled man and his father, who decided
to give our audio performance a try. The father was overwhelmed
by his son’s response to the piece; despite having communication
challenges, upon handing back his headphones the young man
had declared “opera!”.
● Upon clearing up from the day, we found a beautiful illustration of
a witch left for us in the education room (below). It was unsigned,
and despite efforts on social media to locate the artist, its creator
remains a mystery.
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Challenges
Some of the verbal feedback from the day (as well as data from
electronic surveys) reflected a confusion around expectations; audience
members were disappointed to find there were no actors, or a live
performance element. Our promotion and messaging around the event
described it as an ‘Audio Performance’ with ‘silent disco headphones’ but this type of event would have been unprecedented for most.
In response to early feedback of this nature, we adapted our delivery
and introductory talks to try to more adequately prepare audience
members what to expect. The experience would be ‘like a radio play with
music and songs’, and although they were welcome to roam the building
they may prefer to sit and listen in one place in order to avoid
distraction or over-stimulation.
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4. Immersive History at The Hold
“This was so different and engaging – I learned some new ideas
about how to present history differently.”
- history teacher

Immersive History
On 2nd September 2021 we staged a promenade theatre event and
audio performance of Witchfinder at The Hold, Suffolk Archives’ brand
new venue in Ipswich near the waterfront. The ‘Immersive History’
evening was attended by 30 teachers from primary and secondary
schools across Suffolk, who were introduced to the new facility and
some of its extensive resources available to support the history
curriculum. The event marked the launch of Cohere Arts’ range of
educational resources produced as part of this project (see section 5).
As a company, our visit to The Hold was also a chance to explore
Upon their staggered arrival, audiences were greeted by actors in
costume and character, allowing for a gradual immersion in the world of
17th century rural Suffolk life. After sharing a drink with the judge, a chat
with the reverend, and brushing shoulders with the ominous Matthew
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Hopkins himself, the audience settled in the venue’s auditorium space
for a special audio performance of the show in semi-darkness.
Following the audio performance, staff from the Hold presented
examples of artefacts and documents relating to the real-life historical
accounts of Hopkins and his colleagues, including parish records.
Interactive Exhibition
Attendees at The Hold experienced a special exhibition of visual
artworks created by attendees of Witchfinder Day (see previous section).
In workshops led by Rock Paper Scissors, artists of all ages had been
asked to design their own Witch’s familiar or companion animal. Many
of the artworks also carried QR codes that could be scanned to hear
audio recordings of the artist talking about their work.
Impact
Written feedback questionnaires were completed by teacher attendees.
Of 30 attendees, 16 completed feedback forms. 87% rated the event as
very good or excellent. Comments included:

"Loved the place – a really great resource right on our doorstep!”
“The Witchfinder presentation was very powerful and it was
interesting to look at it from a village story.”
"Interactive event was fantastic.”
“Original approaches that will really appeal to children.”
“New ways of engaging audiences.”
“Fascinating to see how this Suffolk community was involved in
the injustices around witchcraft.”
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5. Educational Resources
In collaboration with heritage partners Ipswich Museum and Suffolk
Archives, Cohere Arts developed and produced a range of educational
resources around Suffolk’s Witchfinding History.
These are now available for download for free from:
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resources/shop/coherearts.
At the time of writing, there had been 88 views and 26 downloads of
these resources, which include:
● Three short films made at Ipswich Museum concerning
witch-related artefacts held within the museum’s collection
○ Dried Cat
○ Concealed Shoes
○ Witch doll
● ‘Four sides to the story’ - a short film portraying 4 perspectives of
the same story by actors in costume, inviting KS4 students to
interrogate the validity of historical evidence
● A KS2 art activity
● Music resources for KS2/3 - an audio recording, sheet music and
lyrics of ‘About Go We’, a song from Witchfinder

In addition, Cohere Arts has purchased our own ‘Silent Disco’ equipment
and are developing schools’ packages that allow up to 30 students to
experience the audio performance of Witchfinder and take part in
workshop activities relating to the issues raised.
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Conclusion
Evaluative approach
The use of multiple methods in this evaluation of this project ensured a
continual interrogation of our process and products which has not only
led to a robust and comprehensive review of the project’s impact, but
allowed us to adapt responsively. By ensuring data collection methods
are accessible, easy to use, and unintrusive, members of the wider
creative team have been able to take part in the process.
We have collected sufficient views from a wide sample of stakeholders
that together form a well-balanced view of each stage of the project, as
well as overall impact. Given that the impacts of participatory arts and
cultural engagement are notoriously complex to measure, we hope that
by valorising anecdotal and qualitative accounts we have found ways to
capture the more ‘invisible’ elements.
Aims and impact
● To expand and diversify audiences at heritage partner sites
through offering new ways to engage with heritage and history
All of our heritage partners are thrilled and enthused with Cohere Arts’
new approaches to engaging with history. Each has expressed an
interest in future collaborations.

“It’s been amazing to offer alternative
approaches for visitors to appreciate
our spaces and buildings and show
that it’s not just about objects in
display cases. I think the way this
project occupied other senses to keep
history alive has been really special.
The collaboration has been great,
[Cohere Arts] took on so much of the
admin, it’s made such a difference.
Now we just need to think about what
we do next - how can we continue to
encourage people to experience our
spaces in different ways?”
Eleanor Root, Ipswich Museum.
Although not backed up with EDI data, our heritage partners
anecdotally reported larger, more diversified audiences at Witchfinder
events. For a number of reasons they were also unclear as to accurate
visitor numbers, so it was not possible to obtain baseline data for this.
Due to the nature of our events, it was deemed inappropriate to try to
record this data with public audiences. However, going forward we
recognise that capturing this information is important in redressing
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inequalities of engagement with arts & culture, and will need to be
addressed.
Some project participants were new to the heritage sites and it was
Witchfinder that brought them there. For example, 40% of the teachers
who completed feedback forms said that they had not visited The Hold
before. Some had returned to the venue because of Witchfinder, and
some had followed a journey through to all three sites.
● To develop the artistic, performance and technical skills of project
participants
Survey data strongly indicates that community participants
experienced an increased confidence in their singing abilities through
taking part in the workshops and recording. Both workshop
participants and creative professionals spoke of the uniqueness of the
community aspect to performing together - this feeling being special
and memorable for them.
For members of the Cohere Arts team, working with Unscene Suffolk has
instilled a new awareness around honing their craft for visually impaired
audiences. This in turn has improved their awareness of accessibility as
a priority issue within the creative arts, and something that they will
carry through to other projects they work on.
● To broaden the local historical knowledge of participants, allowing
them to connect with their heritage and environment
There is strong and consistent evidence
that participating in the project, whether as
community participant, artist or audience,
expanded people’s knowledge of this
historical topic. For those with some
knowledge, the Witchfinder narrative made
it more real and impactful. Some reported
that this experience would encourage them
to visit other venues, explore other local
stories, or revisit sites they have not been
to for years. This suggests that the project
helped people connect to where they live
and are from, particularly pertinent for
younger members of the community. “That's
an amazing thing, you know, to make sure
that the children know where they live. It
has got to be a plus in their lives.” Christine
Starkl, Headteacher, Holton St Peter
Primary School.
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● To improve the physical and mental health and wellbeing of
people involved in the project by creating opportunities to engage
with creative and cultural activities as artists, participants and
audiences
Any consideration of this aspect must be made in the wider context of
the COVID-19 pandemic, which at the beginning of this project had been
in progress for 15 months. This project impacted the creative
professionals involved by providing work and a sense of purpose at a
very difficult time, which aided their confidence, professional and
artistic skills, and financial situations. This in turn impacted their
wellbeing (for the most part) in a positive way.
Similarly, for community
participants, workshops provided a
focus and a chance to reconnect
and move forward with something
new. All participants were forced to
connect with nature as rehearsals
were held outside whilst
transitioning from online to in
person singing. Feedback suggests
strongly that participants found the
experience life-affirming and
stimulating.
Although audience members surveyed did not explicitly speak of
positive impacts on physical or mental health, Witchfinder Day
audiences described listening to the audio performance as ‘immersive’
and ‘intense’. 65% of e-survey respondents who attended Witchfinder
Day reported that the audio performance allowed them to ‘switch off for
a while’, which may indicate that this media has the potential to
promote similar impacts to mindfulness or meditation.
● To serve as a flagship project for Cohere Arts, providing
opportunities to forge lasting and fruitful relationships with
heritage partner organisations, develop our collective skillset and
explore possibilities for future projects
The project has been successful in raising awareness of the Witchfinder
story, promoting heritage opportunities and launching Cohere Arts CIC
as a new and authentic creative company. This is evidenced in excellent
levels of digital engagement (1081 website views, 3128 Twitter profile visits
and a Facebook reach of 9051) throughout the course of the project.

Witchfinder as an audio performance is largely viewed as a high quality
artistic product with 88% of respondents rating it good or better than
expected. This highlights Cohere Arts’ agility as a creative company,
ability to adapt and reshape our artistic outputs with dynamism. Whilst
existing partnerships have been strengthened, new relationships have
also been forged (St Osyth Museum, Laina West author, Asset
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Educational Trust). The majority of feedback points towards the value of
using performing arts to bring history to life, whether as a leisure or
educational activity.
Learning

Thematic
Three themes repeatedly surface throughout the analysis of evaluative
data. We have singled these out as we believe them to be key points of
learning that require further consideration and integration within future
planning and creative work.
Confidence
● Participant/artist confidence was boosted via the project,
from learning new skills, to getting back out there
post-covid.
● Heritage organisations showed the confidence to take risks
and try new methods to improve engagement.
● Partner organisations’ confidence in each other increased.
● Confidence in Cohere Arts’ core values, and the importance
of embedding them in all we do.
Different ways of experiencing heritage
● There is creative potential in using a heritage building or
particular story as a starting point.
● The power of audio may be associated with its immersive
quality. Audio provides a ‘way in’ to both heritage and arts
for audiences with access needs.
● There may be possibilities to develop specific technology for
use in heritage sites beyond the traditional audio tour.
● Audio is a powerful tool that inspires us to use our
imagination to fill in gaps, humanise stories and make local
connections.
Community
● The importance of inclusivity, diversity and participation to
our work as a company and as artists.
● Art as ‘an experience you take part in rather than just
observe’. Witchfinder invites this kind of immersion - perhaps
because it happened here where we live. Can we recreate
this in other projects/events?

Artistry
Making a music theatre audio drama has been a new experience for the
entire team - in particular the technical aspect of combining live
ambient recordings with ambisonic 3D elements. Team members have
developed their technical skills and even our visually impaired
participants reported they were learning ‘different ways of listening’.
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The opportunity to try showcasing this new medium of performance in
two locations/with two approaches [in the mansion whilst on foot, and in
The Hold seated in a darkened auditorium] was invaluable to our
creative process. We learned that for the audience, establishing the
historical and narrative context promoted investment in the characters
and story. This boosted authenticity and the audience’s emotional
connection with work as a whole. This is learning that we will definitely
take with us as we plan the live tour in 2022.

Accessibility
Inclusivity and accessibility were strong themes throughout the project,
and we made multiple adaptations to encourage people living with
sensory and mobility challenges to participate in both artistic/cultural
activity and the evaluation process. Visually impaired community
participants were consulted during the creative process to ensure that
audio description was embedded within the Witchfinder narrative. All
video content created was subtitled, e-booking was utilised, and
programmes/art exhibitions made available in digital format via QR
codes. Use of our online programme was a great success, with 224
recorded downloads of our audio intros and credits for Witchfinder. We
will seek to build on all these aspects in future projects.
Environmental issues/climate change
We were successful in implementing some environmentally friendly
practices in this project - use of second hand costumes, a digital
programme, silent disco, recyclable materials, digital document
distribution and e-tickets for example. However, Cohere Arts CIC is now a
member of Culture Declares Emergency and we must consider
integrating additional action towards this cause in future projects.
Messaging
When breaking new ground and trying creative approaches that
audiences may not be familiar with, messaging will always be a
challenge. Some audience members reported confusion around our
event advertising and a mis-match between their expectations and what
they experienced. Whilst this strengthens the case for the live
performance approaches, it also highlights that we must take a more
considered approach to the marketing and promotion of innovative or
less traditional events.
Going forward...
This project has been exciting, affirming and stimulating for the majority
of stakeholders involved.
Organisationally we are excited to explore further opportunities within
our existing and emerging partnerships, and use our growing profile to
recruit a strong board that can take Cohere Arts CIC forward with
resilience and sustainability.
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Creatively, we plan to have more adventures with audio, including a new
community project to devise audio drama based on Suffolk ghost
stories. We have purchased our own silent disco technology which will
allow us to explore opportunities for using this within theatre - for
example presenting different choices of style of audio description, more
heritage venue-inspired audio experiences, and hire packages for
schools.
We are currently planning a regional tour of live performances of
Witchfinder to heritage venues, including a community engagement
programme that will broaden our reach across five tour locations. The
programme will enable us to find more marginalised communities to
work with, and local historical stories to be inspired by. We will continue
to work with heritage organisations to find ways to bring history to life
through the performing and creative arts.
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